Franklin Electric’s knowledgeable team can help you leverage our diverse product line to focus on pumping in large, non-pressurized, man-made or natural, open bodied water sources including the following:

- Lakes
- Ponds
- Rivers
- Creeks
- Water Gardens
- Water Features
- Cisterns
- Aerobic Aerations
- Wet Wells
- Dry Hydrants
EXPERIENCE FRANKLIN

LAKE AND POND MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS

Water is utilized in many ways to accent and/or provide utility for properties and neighborhoods. The management of water can be complex, whether you're maintaining the grounds of a major country club golf course, a large waterpark, agricultural ponds, municipal run-off retentions, or even your own private backyard stream. Generally, the design and build of these applications meet specific purposes ranging from water clarity, circulation, aeration, mixing, or aesthetics. Franklin Electric's products are engineered to meet your specific water challenges, allowing you to keep your focus elsewhere.
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

Franklin Electric offers a wide array of submersible pumps designed for the movement of water. These submersible pumps feature proven components and provide superior performance.

PRODUCTS

- 4" High Capacity Pumps
- 6" 4400 Submersible Radial Pumps
- 6" and 8" SR Series Submersible Turbine Pumps
- 6" SSR Series Submersible Turbine Pumps
- 5", 6", 8", 9" STS Series Submersible Turbine Pumps
- Non-Clog Pumps
- Direct Drive Pumps
- Wet Rotor Pumps

SURFACE PUMPS

Franklin Electric’s line of surface pumps cover a wide range of configurations and applications, from small residential jobs to large industrial and agricultural applications.

PRODUCTS

- Jet Pumps
- Self-Priming Pumps
- Centrifugal Pumps
- Multi-Stage Pumps
- Booster Pumps
- Transfer Pumps
- Gas Engine Drive Pumps
- Magnetic Drive Pumps

MOTORS & CONTROLS

Franklin Electric offers a complete line of submersible motors for open water and other submerged pumping applications. Franklin Electric also offers single-phase controls which are an integral part of a submersible motor power system.

PRODUCTS

- Control Boxes
- 4" Submersible Motors
- 6" Submersible Motors
- 6" Volt-X Submersible Motors
- 6" DR56 Submersible Motors
- 8" Submersible Motors
DRIVES & PROTECTION

Designed for large or small applications, Franklin Electric offers innovative variable frequency drive and motor protection options that require minimal adjustments for simple installation and operation. From providing constant pressure to moving mass volumes of water, trust Franklin for your residential, agricultural, commercial, and municipal water pumping system needs.

PRODUCTS

Variable Frequency Drives
- P-Series
- SubDrive Connect
- SubDrive Connect Plus
- SubDrive Utility

Protection
- Pumptec and Pumptec-Plus
- SubMonitor Connect

Control Panel/Pump Starter
- SubMonitor Connect Starter
- SmartSTART Pump Starter
- Standard Pump Starter

Soft Starters
- Standard Pump Soft Starter
- Economy Pump Starter

PACKAGED SYSTEMS

Franklin Electric’s packaged systems offer increased value and convenience by combining motor, pump, and control, all in one package.

PRODUCTS
- Inline 400 Booster
- SubDrive QuickPAK
- Aeration System
- Inline 1100 Constant Pressure System
- Inline Control Packages

SOLAR

Using Franklin Electric’s quality components and innovative thinking, we have “harnessed the power of the sun” to provide a clean energy method of moving and pumping water.

PRODUCTS
- Fhoton™ SolarPAK, 1/2 - 10 hp
- SubDrive SolarPAK, 0.75 - 3 hp